
Response to Ian Wishart’s Tirade   

The text in italics should be read in conjunction with Wishart,s published claims. 

1 - Promoted the pompous-sounding 'master mariners' report into the mystery ketch - more 

Wrong - We have never used the claimed pompus sounding name ”Master Mariner Report” 

 2 -   Watson was seen at Marine Head acting suspiciously at 9am on 1 January. Why is this 
admission important? Because Watson has always denied it! - more 

Irrevalent - All vessels departing Endeavour Inlet must pass Marine Head. The time Scott passed he                                                           
didn’t stop or act suspiciously.  He was about one third of his way to Erie Bay. 

3 -  EMBARASSMENT #1: a vast conspiracy of ketches - more 

Wrong - All witnesses throughout Marlborough identified the same large off shore ketch, most from 
the refined drawing compiled from expert witnesses in Mapua,  Nelson, New Plymouth, Manakau 
and Mangonui. The same ketch is identical to a drawing by Ted Walsh done at the time but which we 
discovered two years later. A two page questioner was completed by witnesses to enable us to 
evaluate each vessel sighting during our investigation. 

4 - On 2 Jan, Eyvonne Walsh reported seeing a ketch-rigged "barge" off Resolution Point, 
with a blonde girl on the back. Could be any blonde girl (and was in fact Holly Pickering on 
the Alliance) 

 Wrong – “Alliance” left Furneaux  anchorage at 9.30am arrived  Tawa Bay 10.30am then across to 
Punga Cove 3.30pm. staying all day in Endeavour Inlet. Consequently the “Alliance” could not have 
been at the Northern tip of Ship Cove. Also the Walsh’s were anchored off the northern point of Ship 
Cove not Resolution Point (Bay) as claimed. 

5 - Nowhere in the witness statements or court testimony will you find anyone positively 
identifying Olivia on board - more 

Irrelevant - Olivia was positively identified by Ted Walsh when he saw the Spicer TV program some 
months later. He was totally convinced it was Olivia he saw on the 2 January.  

6 –  On 3 Jan a ketch is seen arriving at Mapua with “Ben and Olivia on board". Again, no 
one has actually "identified" anyone, but the ketch that was seen was not the 
"bargey..Chinese junk" that the Walshes saw - more  
 

Wrong  - The ketch that arrived at Mapua was identified by many witnesses and confirmed as the 
same ketch that was seen in Endeavour Inlet. We were assisted with the ketch profile and drawing 
by a number of expert winesees living in Mapua. 

7 - That afternoon (4 Jan) a ketch is seen back at Pelorus Sound, but suddenly the missing 
couple are spotted sightseeing on a "runabout" (off the ketch again), - more 

Wrong - The missing couple were not seen on a runabout on the 4th of January 

8 -  But wait! There's more. On 5 Jan Ben and Olivia are back in a different runabout for more 
sightseeing in Pelorus Sound, and allegedly photographed on the back of a runabout at Mary's Bay 
wharf in Pelorus Sound, apparently ready for transfer to a blue ketch - more 



Wrong - The couple were taken from Mary’s Bay on a Marlborough runabout to an unknown drop 
off point down Tennyson Inlet 

9 - On 6 Jan, another witness says he was sailing to Nydia Bay when he saw a white ketch with Ben & 
Olivia on board and a mystery man with grey hair. This was says MRG dramatically, the last sighting 
of Ben & Olivia. 

Wrong - The young girl that was later identified by the witness as Olivia Hope was seen in the 
morning. The bow man had red hair, the crewman aft had pitch black hair not grey hair. Later that 
day a similarly described vessel was seen at Canoe Bay with a young man and blond girl on board by 
Father Phillip King-Turner and Audrey King-Turner. There were no further sightings of the young 
couple after that afternoon. 

10 - Must have been some kind of super-duper international drugs cartel with the ability to 
commandeer six ketches and a runabout in the Marlborough Sounds alone at short notice on a public 
holiday - more 

 Wrong - There are three ketches involved  

The Mystery Ketch (Antares) 

The blue Mary’s Bay Ketch 

 The Nydia Bay Ketch 

There was one Marlborough runabout involved. 

11 - EMBARRASSMENT #2: OLIVIA'S RADIO CALL FOR 'HELP'  "Tape for 2 January 1998 reviewed 
again between 1500 and 1700 hours.  At exactly 1615 hours on 2 January 1998 a female voice can be 
heard saying, “Hello, hello”.  She then proceeds to breathe deeply, ie, simulated sex.  There is no 
doubt that the call was someone being stupid. 

"Following the deep breathing the operator can be heard saying that it was an emergency channel 
only and not to be used for personal banter. - more 

 Wrong – Channel 64 is not monitored by Wellington Radio. 

Channel 64 is the frequency the ketch VHF would have been set to, as it is a marine working 
frequency in the sounds. There was evidence that the operator had no maritime radio experience so 
would not be aware that channel 16 was the maritime distress frequency. 

The distress message from the ketch was received and logged by Coastguard in Wanganui on 
channel 64 

Over the holiday period frequent miss use of the VHF is common and heavy breathing on channel 16 
is regarded as cool by certain types. 

12 – EMBARRASSMENT #3: OLIVIA AND BEN SET OFF AN EPIRB.  It is true an EPIRB was activated 3 
Jan, but the signal doesn't reveal the names of the people setting it off - more.  

Irrevelant – In 1998  beacons operating on 121.5 Mhz were primitive by todays standards.  The 
COSPAS-SARSAT Satellite required two passes to obtain a fix. It took approximately one hour 
between passes. The EPIRB picked up by NZLUT was operational for only 45 minutes so a satellite fix 
was not possible. The Air NZ aircraft east of Nelson received the signal but did not deviate from 
scheduled route to home in on it. The aircraft sent out from Wellington with DF capability to locate  



the EPIRB lost the signal shortly after take off. As a result it is unclear how NZLUT established the 
location specified if indeed it was the particular  EPIRB off the ketch. The fluctuating signal strength 
indicated that the transmission originated within a nearby land locked location, typically the 
Marlborough Sounds. 

13 -  EMBARRASSMENT #4: OLIVIA CALLS TO FRIEND FOR HELP  - more 

 Wrong - The Picton witness saw Olivia Hope on Saturday evening  3 January and told her mother 
and best friend the next day what she had seen the night before. All confirm it was the 4th as they 
returned home that day from holiday to start work on Monday 5 January 

The witness did also go to Picton on 31 December and ended the night seriously intoxicated after 
partying. 

14 - EMBARRASSMENT #5: THE BLUE KETCH  AT MARY'S BAY IDENTIFIED   -  more 

Irrelevant  – There has been no secret about the identity of the ketch seen in Mary’s Bay. The owner 
of the ketch did lie to the police about his whereabouts on the 5 January 

15 - EMBARRASSMENT #6: YELLOW RUNABOUT IDENTIFIED – more 

 Wrong - The teen age girl and young man seen by the witnesses with the three scruffy individuals in 
the runabout didn’t  match the description of Bruce Farley and his wife Phillipa who were almost 
twice Ben and Olivia’s age. Markings on the runabout hull indicated this was a registered work boat. 

(We intend to persue this matter further) 

Wrong - Mr Wishart is wrong again as he is under the allusion that Mike Kalaugher and Keith Hunter 
are members of the Maritime Research Group (NZ).  

The five members comprised by profession: 
Communications engineer (Spokesman) 
Dredge Master 
Boat Builder 
Fire Officer and Launch Owner 
Tug Master 
 
Mr Wishart called us inexperienced.  
Collectively our group had more than 200 Years sea going experience. 
I graduated from Wanganui Commercial Pilots College, studied Communications Engineering and 
founded General Communications Ltd (now Gencom Technologies Ltd)  I hold a patent for the 
development of an aircraft beacon deployment system.   
Since the age of twelve I have sailed the coastal waters of New Zealand including the Marlborough 
Sounds and circumnavigation of the North Island. 
For the last 15 years I have been involved in a number of technical investigative research 
programmes. 
 
 
Warwick Jenness, Director 
Maritime Research Group (NZ) 


